The South Branch “River Ranger” Interactive Tour
Grades 2, 4, and 5 Curriculum
INTRODUCTION
The Hoosic River Revival has developed this educational resource for elementary school
teachers and students. This resource is intended to facilitate an exploration of the environmental
and historical learning opportunities along the Hoosic River levees at Noel Field. Our goal is also
to introduce the school community to our river restoration project in that area.
We offer 10 broad topics for discussion and several interactive activities. In addition,
there are three curriculum-related walking tours recommended for grades 2, 4, and 5. The
curriculum for each tour has been developed to correlate with the appropriate MA Educational
Frameworks Guidelines and science lesson plans for each grade. Detailed discussion items,
illustrative graphics, and vocabulary definitions are included to enable people with varied
educational backgrounds to lead these tours.
Our hope is that these interpretive walking tours will serve as fun, interesting infusion
opportunities for the North Adams School System teachers and students, and will simultaneously
raise awareness of the value of restoring rivers, especially our own Hoosic River.

Curriculum and tours created by Johanna Wassermann
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The Hoosic River South Branch at Noel Field 2016

SUGGESTED TOUR TOPICS
Grade 2: Habitats: Suggested Topics
● Ecology of the Hoosic River: Habitats
● Ecology of the Hoosic River: Animals
● Pollution of the Hoosic River
● History of the Hoosic River: Flooding
● Problems with the Hoosic River: Modern Day
● The Future of the Hoosic River: South Branch Design

Grade 4: Earth Science: Suggested Topics
●
●
●
●

Characteristics of the Hoosic River: manmade versus natural
History of the Hoosic River: Flooding
Problems with the Hoosic River: Modern Day
The Future of the Hoosic River: South Branch Design

Grade 5: Water: Suggested Topics
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

History of the Hoosic River: Mills
History of the Hoosic River: Flooding
Characteristics of the Hoosic River: Ocean or River
Ecology of the Hoosic River: Animals
Pollution of the Hoosic River
Climate Change and the Hoosic River (additional section)
The Future of the Hoosic River: South Branch Design

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1. Ecology of the Hoosic River: Habitats
2. Characteristics of the Hoosic River: Ocean or River
3. Ecology of the Hoosic River: Animals (use river walk signs)
4. Characteristics of the Hoosic River: manmade versus natural
5. History of the Hoosic River: Flooding
6. History of the Hoosic River: Mills
7. Pollution of the Hoosic River
8. Climate Change and the Hoosic River (additional section)
9. Problems with the Hoosic River: Modern Day
10. The Future of the Hoosic River: South Branch Design

1. Ecology of the Hoosic River: Habitats
What is a habitat: a habitat is the home or environment where a plant, animal, or other living
thing lives.
-

Ask the students what different features of the Hoosic River South Branch make it a
habitat: examine each needed aspect (food, water, shelter, temperature, other animals).

-

Point out specific examples of each of these aspects. Discuss how different animals have
different habitat requirements. eg:
-

The blue heron requires a place on land to build its nest.

-

While the Rainbow Trout’s habitat is within the water, it also makes a nest for its
young. It makes a nest in the dirt of the river floor.

-

Activity: Eye Spy: Ask the students to find/look out for as many animals as they can
(insects included!)

2. Characteristics of the Hoosic River: Ocean or River
What features make the Hoosic a river instead of a lake/ocean/pond?
Rivers

Oceans

-

Freshwater

-

Saltwater

-

Moving water

-

Much large body of water

-

Naturally occurring

-

Waves/tides/currents

-

Have a river bed of rocks/dirt/etc

-

Much more biodiversity (definition: the variety of

-

Have a floodplain and shoreline

species and creatures that live in a specific

-

Many branches/tributaries that break forth

habitat)

like veins
-

All rivers empty into a larger body of water,
like a sea or ocean

-

The Hoosic is 70 miles long, goes through 3
states, and headwater is in Cheshire MA. It
ends up in the Hudson River in NY, which
empties into Atlantic Ocean

-

Much deeper water, significant temperature
changes

3. Ecology of the Hoosic River: Animals
(Additional Resource: Animal River Walk Signs)
What animals live in the Hoosic River?
- Beaver: largest rodent in North America, able to stay underwater for ten min, live
both on land and water. Alder bushes nibbled by beavers (with green ribbons).
-

Red-winged blackbird: only the male red-winged blackbird has red shoulder
patches. Depending on what food is available, these birds can either survive on a
diet of insects or seeds/grains. Live in nests.

-

Rainbow Trout: these creatures help us observe the pollution of a river because
they require very clean water in their habitat for survival.

-

Great Blue Herons: have up to a six-foot wingspan and can live 20 years or
more. Live in swampland/marsh area.

-

Dragonflies: they turn their wings in a way that allows them to hover in the air
like a helicopter, lay their eggs on water plants.

-

Snapping Turtle: these turtles are members of the alligator family! They have a
powerful bite, as you would expect. Live in both water and land.

-

Mallard Duck: Mallards are the most common type of duck in the world and the
most frequently seen animal along the South Branch. Live on both water and land.

-

Painted Turtle: Live in mostly water, turtles shed their shells as they grow.

-

Canada Goose: the female is called a goose, the male a gander, and the babies
goslings. They are related to swans and ducks. Water and land.

How do seasons influence different plant/animal species?
-

Mallard duck, blue heron, Canada goose, and red-winged blackbird all migrate in
the winter (different distances for each, given habitat needs and ability to fly).

-

While some fish hibernate in the winter, the rainbow trout just gets sluggish.

-

Turtles hibernate in the mud at the bottom of the river

-

Fish and other water-based creatures are able to survive in the winter months
because ice freezes from the top of the water down, thus protecting them from
snow and rapid changes in temperature.

Activity: Animal charades: Now that the students have heard about the animals that live in the
Hoosic and seen some of the walk signs, ask for a few students to participate in animal charades!
The teacher will give the student an animal to pantomime and their classmates have to guess.

4. Characteristics of the Hoosic River: manmade versus natural
(This section is most effective when done at Hunter Foundry Road Bridge, as one side of the
bridge shows the natural river and the other side shows the manmade berm.)
-

The Hoosic River is an example of erosion in your backyard! Erosion is the very long
process by which wind, water, and other natural processes wear down an object.

-

Have you been to the Natural Bridge? That shape was created due to erosion by the river
of the stone.

-

(Best done at the Bridge) What is the difference between each side of the river?
Which one is natural? Which one is man-made?
Natural

-

Manmade

•

More trees

•

•

Less tidy

requirement - don’t want roots of

•

Fewer grasses and more wild plants

the trees to interfere with the

•

Curves in the river shape

strength of concrete chutes)

•

Rocks and mud at the floor of the

•

Very straight

river

•

Tidy with mowed grass

•

More animals

•

Levee shape (slanted hills)

•

Fewer people

•

Some concrete flooring

•

Fewer animals

Fewer trees (Corps of Engineers

Ask the students why part of the river would have been changed by people:
If you choose to skip the Flooding topic: take this time to briefly explain that the berms
and chutes were built to protect North Adams from flooding

5. History of the Hoosic River: Flooding
-

In the 1940s, the Hoosic River was undergoing some of the worst flooding it had ever
experienced. Main St. was under two feet of water, and homes and equipment were
washed away by the water.

-

North Adams called up the government, and they sent the US Corps of Engineers to build
the concrete three-sided channels that keep North Adams safe from flooding.

-

The wide bottom (45 feet wide!) and high walls keep water contained even during the
worst of storms.

-

The Corps of Engineers actually changed the whole direction of the stream to build these
chutes, and this is why the man-made section is much straighter.

-

This is an example of mitigation: the chutes are trying to reduce the damage that will
happen no matter what, since floods and heavy rains will always occur.

-

Discuss the importance of protecting human habitats from floods.

-

What are natural examples of flood protection: hills, rocks, soil, plants

-

Pause to examine the following pictures from the 1940s - floods and construction

-

Section 9 looks at the effects of Hurricane Irene on the chutes

6. History of the Hoosic River: Mills
-

The Hoosic River is the reason that North Adams exists as a city. In the 1800s, the
powerful stream of the river was used to turn large wheels. This then created power that
helped move machines to make cotton, other cloths, shoes, and much more.

-

Mills are kinds of factories that rely on these giant wheels turned by water streams to
create power.

-

Have you been to the natural bridge or seen a nearby dam? What is a dam? A dam is
used to stop a river’s flow and allow water to build up behind it. Once it is released, the
stream is strong enough to be used to power mills.

-

For example, Frog Pond was actually created to be a high source of water for Windsor
Mill. Its high location allowed for the stream to be extra strong as it ran through the
wheels of the mill. A natural hill creates the same kind of power

-

modern times the river doesn’t power mills, and we don’t really use it for anything else
either.

-

Activity: Dams: Use a rectangular bowl/plate and some kind of plastic barrier to pour
water into one section of the receptacle. Show how this barrier (aka: dam) prevents water
from getting to the other section of the bowl/plate. Take out the barrier to show how the
water has more strength now when it moves to fill the rest of the bowl/plate.

7. Pollution of the Hoosic River
-

What is pollution: Pollution is when we put chemicals, trash and/or other unwanted
things into a natural environment.

-

Ask the students to think of some examples of pollution they see around North Adams

-

How about examples of habitat pollution in a river?

-

Water pollution of the Hoosic: Water is possibly the most important natural resource in
the world. A natural resource is a substance/material found in nature that can be used by
humans to benefit our lives. Water is needed for the survival of all living things, humans
included! Since water is so important, it is a serious problem when we pollute and misuse
it as a resource.

1. Dye pollution: This picture shows the river as bright blue. Can anyone tell me why the
river is this color? What are your guesses?
a. This is a modern day example of the kind of pollution that used to happen in the
Hoosic back when the stream was used to power mills.
b. Every day the river would turn a different color depending on the rags washed by
the dyers. Kids your age used to take guesses about the color of the river on their
walks to school. Now that the mills are no longer functional, we don’t have this
pollution problem
c. River Lights Installation: A way that we can still see the river through a colorful
lens is with art. The River Lights arts installation turned the river into an amazing
rainbow in the night through lights and mesh wire shapes
2. Many animals often confuse plastic bags and other small pieces of trash as food, and
when they eat them they can get sick.
3. PCBs are also a kind of harmful chemical that leaked into the river through industrial
practices by Sprague Electric many years ago, and it is the main reason fishing in the
Hoosic is limited to catch and release and swimming is not advised. Fortunately, the
amount of PCBs has decreased a lot in fish, and the Hoosic is much less polluted now
than it used to be.
4. The large trash pile beyond the South Branch can also affect the river. Any large amount
of trash is going to seep into the ground and can affect nearby water and soil quality.

Fortunately, the Clean Water Action group enforced the placement of a plastic barrier
that prevents leakage of the trash pile into the river.
5. Other general pollution problems:
a. Habitat destruction via littering
b. Chemicals that change the balance of nutrients and minerals in the water: certain
chemical companies are still allowed to dump in the river today.
c. What we put in one place affects the whole river
d. Temperature: the Corps of Engineers who built the chutes say that trees cannot
be grown over manmade portions of the river. This is because the roots could
interfere with the strength of concrete walls. The temperature of the water is then
much warmer because there is no natural shade.

e. Activity: Egg carton pollution: If possible, get an egg carton, food dye, and
some sand/dirt. Fill the egg carton with water and dye a portion of it red with food
coloring. Have students make observations on how the food dye disperses
throughout the carton. Place some sand in a portion of the carton to show how
blocking one part affects water flow. Talk about how what we do to one section of
a natural resource can affect the entire system.

8. Climate Change and the Hoosic River
(This is a slightly more advanced section)
-

(photos of Irene) 2011’s Hurricane Irene was an important test for the chutes and their
ability to contain fast-flowing and high waters. Fortunately, they did keep North Adams
safe, and the overall damage was not too disastrous

-

Part of the reason that flood protection is so important for North Adams and many parts
of the world is that climate change is leading to increases in floods.

-

What is climate: climate is the long-term weather conditions for a place in the world.

-

What is climate change: climate change is when those weather conditions begin to
change dramatically in a very short period of time. This is a result of human activity,
specifically our burning of ‘fossil fuels’ (like the gas in our cars or coal to power a plant)
for energy. As we burn these fossil fuels we release ‘carbon dioxide’ into the atmosphere
(another word for air). Over time this carbon dioxide causes the temperatures across the
world to increase or decrease much more than normal

-

-

This then can increase floods through:
-

increasing the strength of storms due to changes in temperature

-

increasing snow melts in the spring

-

increasing the amount of precipitation over a year (both rain and snow)

Seasons are affected by climate change because winters can become much warmer than
normal. This can be dangerous because it may mean that ice cannot freeze over parts of
the river and keep fish and other hibernating animals safe.

- Habitats are also affected by climate change because most plants and animals are
sensitive to temperature and may not be able to grow/survive in an environment that is
even only a few degrees warmer or colder

9. Problems with the Hoosic River: Modern Day
-

Discuss the difficulty of chutes in modern day:
-

Have you guys seen the river downtown and near Mass MoCa? We call it a river,
but what does it look like to you? Why does it look that way? A lot of people
actually don’t realize that those chutes are the river, and they think they are
drainage ditches. What do you guys think?

-

Pictures of the natural river vs with chutes. What can you do in this river?
Can you swim/sail/walk in it? Is it pretty?

-

It is illegal to get in chutes as they are designed to make the water flow very
quickly: how does this influence the way we are able to interact with the
river?

-

Show pictures of Hurricane Irene: During Hurricane Irene in 2011, the flood
chutes did their job well and kept most of North Adams very safe.

-

The high walls and wide bottom of the chutes were able to contain the strong and
fast moving water. If you look at the following pictures you’ll see just how high
the water was!

-

While the chutes still do their job, they are starting to fall apart. Parts of the chute
walls have collapsed due to time and wear-and-tear.

- The government has even said that the chutes have outlived their usefulness in
North Adams and it is time to update the current flood protection of North
Adams.

10. The Future of the Hoosic River: South Branch Design
-

Now that you’ve seen the original solution to flooding, what would your solution be?
What would you want to change about the Hoosic River? How would you make it more
accessible and beautiful but still able to protect North Adams from floods?

-

Activity: Dream River: If possible, bring along some big poster paper and gather the
students to brainstorm their ‘dream river’. Let them be creative! Draw out the design and
feel free to bring the poster back to the classroom and continue designing it. An in-class
alternative to this activity is having the students each design and decorate their own
dream river using craft supplies.

-

Introduce the new HRR design: introduce the South Branch design and glance over
the other alternatives (Eclipse Mill and Willow Dell)

-

Refer to San Antonio TX, Greenville SC, Denver CO rivers as examples of what the
Hoosic River could look like

-

Talk about the science/ideas behind the new design:
-

The best manmade design mimics the natural movement of a river

-

Making it less straight and having it follow the natural curves

-

we are making the river cleaner and healthier while also benefitting more from it

-

The use of the river changes from being industrial to more recreational

-

Original usage of Hoosic: Native Americans used it for enjoyment, travel, fishing

-

Volume: (this is a slightly more complicated idea – best for older students)
-

Any new design of the river must still be able to hold the same amount of
water as the current chutes do The chutes can hold up to 400 square meters
of water

-

A new and more people/environment friendly design would need to still
hold up to 400 square meter

-

Ask the students how they could shift the size and shape of the river so
that it would still be big enough

-

Activity: Volume: Show how a bowl and a cup hold the same amount of
liquid in different ways. The new Hoosic River design uses this principle
of volume to maintain flood protection.

-

Thank you for your interest in the Hoosic River !

#

Noel Field: Site of the River Ranger walks and HRR Pilot Project
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Hoosic River 1-mile walk!
Rivers provide a home for
many fish, turtles, animals,
birds, insects, and more! Learn
all about them on the walk!
Start
here!

Life at the Hoosic River
Beaver
Fascinating Facts:
t #FBWFSTBSFUIFMBSHFTUSPEFOUTJO/PSUI
"NFSJDB
t #FBWFSTDBOTUBZVOEFSXBUFSGPSNPSF
UIBONJOVUFT
t 5IFJSMBSHF GMBUUBJMTIFMQUIFNTUFFSXIJMF
TXJNNJOH
t #FBWFSTHBUIFSXPPEUPCVJMEEBNTBOE
IPNFT VTJOHUIFJSMPOHGSPOUUFFUIUPDVU
JOUPUSFFUSVOLT

Life at the Hoosic River
Red Winged Blackbird

Fascinating Facts:
t *OTVNNFS UIFTFCJSETFBUNPTUMZ
JOTFDUT JODMVEJOHESBHPOGMJFT 
CFFUMFT CVUUFSGMJFT BOENPUIT*O
UIFXJOUFS UIFZTXJUDIUPNPTUMZ
TFFETBOEHSBJOT
t 5IFNBMF3FEXJOHFE#MBDLCJSE
IBTCSJHIUSFETIPVMEFSQBUDIFT
5IFGFNBMFJTEBSLCSPXOBOE
EPFTOPUIBWFSFEPOUIFXJOHT

Congratulations!
You just walked 1/4 mile!

Keep
going!

Life at the Hoosic River
Rainbow Trout
Fascinating
Facts:
t 3BJOCPX5SPVUHFUTJUTOBNF
GSPNJUTCFBVUJGVMSBJOCPXPG
CMVF HSFFO BOEQJOLUIBUDPWFST
JUTCPEZ
t 3BJOCPXUSPVUBSFJOEJDBUPSTPG
XBUFSQPMMVUJPOCFDBVTFUIFZ
DBOTVSWJWFPOMZJODMFBOXBUFST
t 5PMBZIFSFHHT BGFNBMF
SBJOCPXUSPVUNVTUEJHBOFTUJO
UIFHSBWFMBUUIFCPUUPNPGUIF
SJWFS

Life at the Hoosic River
Great Blue Heron

Fascinating Facts:
t )FSPOTDBUDIGJTIBOEGSPHTXJUIUIFJSMPOH
CFBLT
t (SFBU#MVF)FSPOTDBOIBWFVQUPBTJYGPPU
XJOHTQBO
t (SFBU#MVF)FSPOTMPPLCJH CVUXFJHIPOMZ
BCPVUQPVOETCFDBVTFUIFJSCPOFTBSF
IPMMPX
t )FSPOTDBOMJWFZFBSTPSNPSF
t (SFBU#MVF)FSPOTBSFCMVJTIHSBZ

Congratulations!
You just walked 1/2 mile!
Turn
around &
go back!

Life at the Hoosic River
Dragonfly

Fascinating Facts:
t 5IFESBHPOGMZMBZTFHHTPOUIFTUFNTPGXBUFS
QMBOUT
t %SBHPOGMJFTDBOCFBUUIFJSXJOHTUPHFUIFSPS
TFQBSBUFMZ XIJDIBMMPXTUIFNUPUVSOFBTJMZ
JOUIFBJS IPWFS BOEGMZCBDLXBSEKVTUMJLFB
IFMJDPQUFS
t 5IFZTQFOENPTUPGUIFEBZGMZJOHBSPVOEUP
DBUDIGPPE

Life at the Hoosic River
Snapping Turtle

Fascinating Facts:
t 4OBQQJOH5VSUMFBSFBNFNCFSPGUIFBMMJHBUPSGBNJMZ
t 4OBQQJOH5VSUMFTIBWFQPXFSGVMKBXTUIBUTOBQUPHFUIFS TP
JUTCFTUUPBENJSFUIFNGSPNBTBGFEJTUBODF
t 4OBQQJOH5VSUMFTXJMMFBUGJTI JOTFDUT GSPHT TNBMMBOJNBMT
BOECJSET

Life at the Hoosic River
Mallard Duck
Fascinating Facts:
t .BMFNBMMBSETIBWFBHSFFOCMVFIFBE ZFMMPXCFBL BOE
PSBOHFMFHTBOEEJTUJODUJWFXIJUFDPMMBS
t .BMMBSETBSFUIFNPTUDPNNPOUZQFPGEVDLJOUIFXPSME
t /PUPOMZDBOUIFTFEVDLTGMZ UIFZDBOUBLFPGGGSPNMBOE
PSXBUFS
t .BMMBSEFHHTBSFBCPVUUIFTBNFTJ[FBTDIJDLFOFHHT

Congratulations!
You just walked 3/4 mile!
,

You re
almost
there!

Life at the Hoosic River
Painted Turtle

Fascinating Facts:
t 1BJOUFE5VSUMFTMJWFJOQPOET MBLFT NBSTIFT BOEJOTMPXNPWJOHSJWFST
UIBUIBWFTPGU NVEEZCPUUPNT MJLFUIF)PPTJD3JWFS
t 1BJOUFEUVSUMFTDBOTXJNVOEFSXBUFS
t 5IFZXJUIESBXUIFNTFMWFTXJUIJOUIFTIFMMXIFOUIFZGFFMUISFBUFOFE

Life at the Hoosic River
Canada Goose

Fascinating Facts:
t $BOBEB(FFTFBSFXBUFSCJSETBOEBSF
SFMBUFEUPEVDLTBOETXBOT
t 5IFGFNBMFJTDBMMFEBHPPTF UIFNBMF
JTBHBOEFSBOEUIFZPVOHBSFLOPXO
BTHPTMJOHT
t 5IFZGPSNGMPDLTUPGMZTPVUIGPSUIF
XJOUFS
t 5IF$BOBEBHPPTFIBTXFCCFEGFFUGPS
TXJNNJOH

Congratulations!
You just walked 1 mile!
Give
yourself a
high five!

Which one looks man-made and which one looks ‘natural’?

1936 Flood at State Street Crossing

1959 Flood at Sprague Electric

Flooded Ashland Street, 1927

1938 Flood of APW

Water Line, 1927

Flood Chute Construction, 1951

Mills and Water Powered Machines

Mill Wheels: How do they work?

Dyed Pollution

A colorful river without the pollution: River Lights Arts Installation in North Adams

Littering affects animal habitats!

PCBs are a toxic chemical

Pollution of the Hoosic in Hoosick Falls, NY

2011 Hurricane Irene: A test for the Flood Chutes

Hurricane Irene and the Flood Chutes

Broken Cement Walls of the Flood Chutes

The Hoosic River and North Adams Chutes

San Antonio, Texas Riverwalk

Greenville, South Carolina Reedy River Falls

Denver, Colorado Confluence Park
(the steps are meant to be flooded during storms and walk-able during lower streams)

